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Summary

This report provides a rationaleand systematic methodology for bringing HumanFactors into
. the safety design andoperations of the HanfordWaste VitrificationPlant (HWVP). HumanFactors

focuses on how people perform work with tools and machinesystems in designed settings. When the
design of machinesystems and settings take into account the capabilitiesand limitationsof the
individualswho use them, human performance can be enhanced while protecting against susceptibility
to humanerror. The inclusion of Human Factors in the safety design of the HWVP is an essential
ingredient to safe operationof the facility.

Previous U.S. Deparunentof Energy (DOE) guidance for incorporatingHuman Factors into
facility operationshas been mostly concernedwith extantnuclear reactorsand related structures. The
HWVP is a new construction, nonreactornuclear facility designed to process radioactive wastes held
in undergroundstorage tanks into glass logs for permanentdisposal. Its design and mission offer new
opportunitiesfor implementingHumanFactors while requiringsome means for ensuringthat the
Human Factors assessments are sound, comprehensive, and appropriatelydirected.

Building upon the intent and structureof previous DOE guidance, this report proposes an
approachto HWVP Human Factors safety design and operation thatutilizes cross-impact matrices to
relevance test HumanFactors elements organized in a structuraltree against ways in which accidents,
abnormal, or anomalous operationscan occur in the HWVP. This provides a systematic assessment
process that efficiently outlines those areas that would most benefit from HumanFactors attention,
while revealing non-obvions sources of potentialhuman errorthat can initiate, assist, or magnify the
development of accident situations. The cross-impactmatricesbecome an accountingtool that help
ask the right questions aboutthe relevantcharacteristicsof human-machine-buildinginteractions
throughoutthe range of safety situations.

Using the matricesmethodology is an iterativeprocedurethat begins with the Preliminary
Safety Analysis Review and continues with successive cycles of Safety Analysis Reviews throug!._ut
HWVP design development. Both the structureof Human Factors elements and the operational
scenarios for potential safety risks, as used in the matrices, can be refined and employed at lower
levels of implementation as more detailed analysis of the facilky design and the processes it employs
becomes available.
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Acronyms

CCTV Closed-CircuitTelevision

CFAs ControlFunction Allocations

DBA Design Basis Accidents

HF Human Factors

HMI Human-MachineInterface

HWVP HartfordWaste Vitrification
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SAR Safety Analysis Report
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1.0 Introduction

This document introduces the background rationale andapplicationconcepts that could be used
to bringHuman Factors (HF) into the safety design andoperationsof the HartfordWaste Vitrification
Plant_). HF is the collective noun that describes the studyof humanperformancein designed
systems andhow it can be enhancedwhile protecting againstthe sourcesof human error. The

is a new, nonreactornuclear facility that is being designed to convert the Hanford radioactive
wastes, held in undergroundstorage tanks, into glass logs for permanentdisposal. The Safety
Analysis Report(SAR) of the HWVP serves to define and control the safety basis for the design,
procurement,constructionand operationof the facility. U.S. Departmentof Energy OrderNumber
5480.23 (DOE 5480.23 4-10-92) applies to the HWVP and mandates that HF considerationswill be a
componentof the SAP,. This documentinc!_td_ a brief summaryof DOE guidance on HF, sources
of relevant HF standards,and an examplesystem for structuredHF inquiryinto the safety design of
the HWVP. It also has examples of how HF input to the design of the HWVP can help prevent and
recover from various potential accidents, abnormaloccurrences, andanomalous operations. This
documentprovides inputto the PreliminarySAR (PSAR) of the HWVP to demonstrate
acknowledgementof HF criteria in the SAR, their understandingfor this specific facility design, and
their implementationinto the ongoing safety design process.

A formalHF componentto the SAR process was added in 1992. It is the outcome of the DOE
"lessons learned" throughoutthe engineeringworld in response to accidents with technological
systems such as Bhopal, the Challenger, Chernobyl, the Exxon Valdiz, the Piper Alpha platform, and
Three Mile Island, where events went tragically wrong. In all of these cases, humanerror made
fundamentalcontributionsto the patternof circumstances,either in the cascade of influences precip-
itating the core incident, or in the failureto engage proper mitigating actionsto minimize the
consequences.

The inclusion of HF broadens the SAR to includethe ways that facility and equipment
engineeringdesign, staff characteristics and capabilities, andoperational procedures all combine to
strengthen and enhance human performance while protecting against susceptibility to human error.
This representsa new "systems" contributionto safety analysis. HF in safety analysis focuses on the
interactionof design, work, and technology managementto improve operationalsafety by revealing
andrectifying problems that are not apparentfrom single disciplineperspectives. HF is not an
"add-on". It makes cross-cutting impactson potentially all aspects of safety design and operations.

DOE 5480.23 (4-10-92) on Nuclear Safety Analysis Reports and the accompanying Guidance for
Preparationof Safety Analysis Reports (1992) clarify the importanceof HF in the SAR process.
They also note that the failures to includeadequateHF safety design contributedsubstantially to the
most_spectacular nuclear and nonnuclearengineeringfailures of the last few decades. All of those
technological systems had safety devices in place thatwere either misinterpreted,misused, or over-
looked in operatorandstaff activities that led to the incidentor cause of the failure to adequately
recover from it. Because HF cuts across all other aspects of safety design and operations, because
errorscan reoccur in backupcomponents that are supposed to offer additional safety protection, and
because they can initiate the contributionsof all other safety components if not able to be properly
used, HF should be seen as one of the most importantadditions to the HWVP PSAR.
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The Bibliography/Referencesection of this document is divided into two groups. The first are
standardresources that form muchof the basis for HF inputs into the HWVP. The second are
additionalresources that contain additionalinformationfor particular types of issues andcircum-
stances not covered in th¢ standardresources (e.g., teleoperation, remotehandling).
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2.0 Human Factors in the HWVP

DOE has called for increased attentionand incorporationof HF into its new and existing
facilities. However, the currentDOE guidance for implementingHF in the SAR (Clayton
memorandum 1992),<°)does not apply, as written,to new facility designs because the specific check-
lists used rely on an experience andoperationalhistory with a facility. However, by addressingthe
specific HF concerns identified in the DOE checklistsand the intentthat these manifest, existing DOE
guidance is useful for planning HF inquiries into the safety design of the HWVP.

While the HWVP is both a new facility anda new type of facility conducting the largest scale
vitrificationprocess ever plannedfor high level radioactivewastes, it encloses andsupportssafety in
human activities in much the same ways as other processing plants, laboratories, and control rooms.
In the absenceof a history of experience with this type of facility, HF standardscan be most
effectively and efficiently employed by engaging a three-prongedstrategy.

Workfrom DOE HF guidance already in place for nuclear and other DOE facilities. One
of the best classic documents is the Human Factors Guidefor Nuclear Power Plant Control
Room Development (EPRI 1984). Another source in widespreaduse by DOE is Human
Engineering Design Oiteria for Military Systems, Equipment, and Facilities (DOD 1989).
DOE 5480.23 (4-10-92) also recommendsthe IEEE Recommended Practice for Graphical
User Interface Drivability (IEEE 1992). DOE is also reviewing a new HF standard,
Human Factors Engineering Design Criteria: Volume 1 General Criteria, (DOE 1993) that
summarizesmuch of the relevant basic HF practices.

Work from HF criteria employed in similar or analogical processes and facilities. NASA has
prepared extensive HF standards for telerobotics stations and remote handling operations that can
be profitablyemployed in the HWVP. Also, as a nonreactornuclear facility, the HWVP
appearsto have more in common with chemical processing plants than with nuclear plants. HF
_tandardsdeveloped for applicationin the chemical processing industry may be valuably
employed in the design and operationof the HWVP. The additional resources portion of the
references lists the applicable documents.

Work by engaging a systematic matrix process designed to reveal the impacts HF can have in
potential accident scenarios and abnormal and anomalous operations for the HWVP. This
provides a customized, facility specific approachthat allows us to incorporatethe analysts'
experience base andthe results of the first two approachesto identify unique HF safety
contributionsat this site.

The in-place DOE guidance (Claytor Memorandum 1992y°)specifies elements HF is to consider,

(a) Memorandum from Richard A. Clayton to Distribution dated October 16, 1992.
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although it does not structure,hese elements for HWVP application,nor show how they are to be
employed toward new facilities. The five elements of HF are: Procedures, Qualifications and
Training, Staffing, Human-MachineInterface (HMI), and Allocation of ControlFunctions.

Procedures are steps taken in a definite order as a way of accomplishingsomething. HF
considerations ensure that these steps are logical and can actually be performed underthe
operational circumstances, and that each step can be verified as it is accomplished.

Qualifications and Training describe the skills and standards that must be met for particularjob
positions, and the methodfor attainingandmaintainingthose skills and standards. HF consider-
ations ensure that staff are able to perform the work demandedof them. They includethe
design of adequatetraining programswith inclusion of end-users in the procedurewriting
process to gain inputfrom practical experience, and regular trainingupdatesas procedures and
equipment change. HF refers training programs to a job or task analysis, using severity,
frequency, and experience with the task to determine the level of training required. Instructors
must be technically qualified to understandthe subjects they teach, and capable of designing
lesson plans which incorporatereal tasks.

Sta_ng describes the numberof personneland the physical and technical skills needed to
accomplish a mission or operatea facility. Unlike nuclear reactor facUlties, staffing require-
ments for nonreactornuclear facilities have not been determined. HF considerationsderive
safety relevant staffing requirementsfrom task analyses of requirementsfor operating a facility
under emergency situations,or to handle abnormalcircumstances.

Human-Machine Interface is concernedwith how people utilize equipmentand furnishings, and
how habitable interiorworkin_conditions are maintainedin the facility. HMI HF ensures that
safety relevant actionsby staff that depend on equipmentand sustained environmentalconditions
will be effective and accurateunder emergencyor abnormal conditions. They also ensure that
the kindsof human errorslikely to create anomalous conditionswill not occur, while identifying
links to machinery and key influences in the work environmentthat may enable the formationof
an incidentor hinderthe recovery from one.

Allocation of Control Functions determines how work will be divided between humansand
machines. Tasks, functions, and responsibilities are assignedto either individuals, semi-
automated,or automateddevices. Properallocation of control functions for safety operations
ensures that tradeoffs between the limits and capabilitiesof humansand machineswill be
optimal, that the workloadunder emergencyand abnormal conditionswill not exceed the
operators' capacity to de_l with it, and that appropriatecontrol responses to conditions will be
made within time-critical windows of opportunity.

In additionto the five major HF categories, the Guidelinesfor Control Room Design Reviews
(NRC 1981) further divided the HMI element into nine subcategories:Workspace Environment,
Communications, Annunciatorwarning systems, Controls,Displays, Labels and Location Aids,
Computers,Panel Layout, and Control-Display Integration.

Workspace Environment describes how to recognize and avoid or mitigate environmental
conditions that may degrade the reliability or effectiveness of staff under emergency, abnormal,
or anomalous conditions.
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Conununications describes how informationexchange both on and offsite will satisfy require-
ments to keep or returnthe facility to safe operating conditions.

Annunciator warning systems ensurethat emergencysignals and notifications of off-nominal
conditionsare prioritized, grouped appropriately,and presentedso as to allow a timely and
accurateresponse.

Controls enable humanand machine safety relevant actions to be made effectively and
accurately.

Displays presentneeded safety relevant informationin an easily noticed, interpreted,and
integratedmanner to form a true "situationalawareness" of the facility operationsand
condRions.

Labels and location aids ensure that safety equipment and features are consistently designated
and easily found and interpreted under all operating and emergency conditions.

Computers have their own special display and control devices which should remain operable
under highly degraded facility conditions.

Panel Layout determines how controls and displays are designed, arranged, and integrated to
support effective operations under all conditions.

Control-Display Integration describes the degree to which controls and displays are compatible
in their use and interpretation. Compatibilities should occur in the timed feedback, and the
position, direction, and magnitude of control-display motions.

We have arrangedthe five higher level elements and the NUREG categories into a structural tree
(Figure 1). This tree is an interpretive structural diagram illustratinghow HF elements are applied
to the HWVP. In the tree, each of the original elements and categories have been further divided into
subcategories that each specify a focus of HF safety issues for the HWVP.

The structural ,.xeeis a basic tool that constitutes a formal ouOine for investigative HF analysis.
It can be developed to any level of detail desired to structure and apply HF to safety issues. At the
level of the PSAR, the present level of detail suffices. Through subsequent analysis, lower levels of
detail may become appropriate as facility design advances or new results of relevant studies become
available.

The high level element of Control Function Allocations (CFAs) connects (dotted lines) to the
elements of Staffing and HMI. This shows that the same lower level branches of the tree under those
elements also occur under CFAs which deal with the division of tasks between humans and machines,
or among different levels and types of personnel. These allocations determinewhat should be auto-
mated or semi-automated, and how.
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3.0 The Process of Human Factors in Safety Analysis

HF is applied to safety analysis in thedesign of the HWVP by taking the HF elements in any
level of the structuraltree and relevance testing them against the ways in which accidents, abnormal
operations,or anomalousoperations can occur at differentlevels of detail. The level of detail is
carried as far as needed to specify the source of an incident and its seriousness. The following
discussionprovides examples of how HF evaluations contributeto the review of facility design and
safety analyses of differentevents.

3.1 Design Basis Accidents

The PSAR identifies thirteenpotentialDesign Basis Accidents (DBA) associated with nuclear
release, explosion, fire, or design-basis naturalphenomenathat may cause significant offsite conse-
quences (Severity/hazardcategory 1). This representsthe highest level of resolution for HF applica-
tions. Each of the DBAs include opportunitieswhere HF considerationscan help mitigate the
consequences and aid recoveryfrom the DBA. The HF significantaspects of the event are revealed
by relevance testing the HF elements of the structuraltree in the context of the proposed chainof
events in the DBA.

In the DBA of "Earthquake',maximumconsequences are likely to be createdif the melter feed
pump continues to operate and pump glass frit andwaste slurry into the hot melter vessel, which may
be broken or overflowing onto the spill pan. Under HMI for this DBA, operatorsneed to receive
rapidwarningof this condition from multiple sensing systems that cannotbe renderedinoperable at
that location. This consideration is listed underAlarms and WarningSystems in the tree. Operators
also need to have backupmeans of shuttingdown the melter feed pump that are not susceptible to a
common mode failure, and a display that shows the action was successful. These HF considerations
are listed underthe subcategories Controlsand ControlDisplay Integration.

HF evaluationcan be extended to even greaterlevels of detail. If a manual turnoff for the
melter feed pump is feasible, its location and methodof operation can also be "humanfac_red" to
ensure accessibility and operability. This graded approachto applying HF at greaterlevels of detail
is determinedby the severity of consequences in the DBA.

3.2 Abnormal Operations

The next level of resolutionfor HF applicationsis AbnormalOperations(classified as Severity/
hazardlevel 2) and carrysignificant onsite consequences. Seven types of Abnormal Operations are
identified in the PSAR. Again, the characteristicsof each of these can be relevance tested against the
operational HF elements to reveal a specific concern or event andsuggest potential HF contributions.

For example, in the case of a potentialairflow reversalof the HWVP ventilationsystem,
personnelare to evacuatethe contaminatedarea or don respirators. ImmediateHF contributions
listed under WorkplaceEnvironment-Wayfindingwould ensure that evacuationroutes are short,
located in the most advantageouspartsof the building, and large enough to accommodatethe expected
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numberof people. If transitthroughdoubleairlock doors of the facility is required, there will be
safeguardsagainst blocking both doors open underan egress load, which would compromise the
facility even further. In addition, the distributionof emergencyuse respiratorsthroughoutpotentially
afflicted areas can conformto the personneldistribution,thus minimizingthe time and effort to don
one. This would be listed underWorkplaceEnvironment-Layoutcontribut.io.,n.

Analogous HF con_ibutions are to be made to the pressuredifferential alarms installed tO detect
airflow reversal, and to the operatorcontrols needed to respond to this abnormaloperatingcondition.

3.3 Anomalous Operations

We have added a level of Anomalous Operationsto the above two levels of analysis in the PSAI_',
to allow considerations of conditions that, while not abnormal in themselves, may be part of a cascade
of occurrences, or multiple unrelatedoccurrences, that creates an abnormaloperating condition. The
lessons learned from prior failures in other complex engineered systems show that anomalous opera-
tions can be the critical events in a series of actions that either allow an abnormal condition to

develop furtheronce underway,or hinder recovery. Considerationof anomalous operatingconditions
_troduces a preventativetool thatHF brings to safety analysis.

Identified types of anomalous operationsare: 1) omission of information,2) omission of action,
3) inadvertent actuation, 4) misunderstoodcondition, 5) inappropriateaction, 6) deviation from
procedure, and 7) access difficulty. Each of these can be interactedwith HF elements on whatever
level of detail necessary to help ensure that, duringnormal HWVP operations any one or combination
of these potential anomalies does not contribute to the developmentof an abnormaloperating
condition. The places to look for possible anomalous influenceson safety are in the designs of
facility systems and subsystems that have alreadybeen identifiedin DBAs and abnormaloperations.
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4.0 The Cross-Impacts Matrix: A Systematic
Application of Human Factors to SAR

• Tables 1 through6 are cross-impactmatricesthat determineHF inputsto the SAR process.
Across the top of the matrices are the lowest level elements from structuringthe HF categories.
These column_express, at a currentlevel of operationaldetail, the specific concerns within each of
the majorHF categories.

The side (rows) of the matrices denote, in three decreasing orders of specificity and conse-
quentiality, the varioustypes of scenarios that couldproduce safety problems at the HWVP, as dis-
cussed in the preTioussection. These rangefrom DBAs, through abnormaloperations, t_ anomalous
operations.

The matrices are used by selecting a row and interacting its entrywith each of the operational
HF elements in the successive columns. This reveals the different HF implications incorporated
within the scenario. Working across the matrices in this fashion guarantees a ratherexhaustive look
at how HF can contributeto ensuringsafety in each of the relevant situations. The matricesarr_,filled
in only a few places to dew.onstratethe process.

Many of these entries are in the form of questions or suggest non-specific interventionsbecause
the preliminarydesign of the facility is either not at the stage of detail needed or because the scenario
in the SAR is undeveloped to that point. The value of the matrices process, then, is in how they
focus HF questions within thinking aboutsafety design and operations. Where a questionwould not
be answeredthroughregular design development, the use of a more specific HF tool is indicated
(e.g., a task analysis would answer some of the safety issues aboutqualificationsand staffing listed
under some of the DBAs).

During the SAR process, an HF matrixanalysis, as described, can be used to guide both
thinkingaboutincidentscenarios and detailed design development• As it becomes more complete, it
also acquiresanalytic value of its own in revealing the more critical areas of HF safety, as well as
likely sources of safety problems in plant design and operations.

For example, looking down a column of a matrix would reveal which of the HF impact areas
appearto have the most questions or concerns connected to then_, which helps guide the next roundof
inq,,:;ies. Looking across a row helps determinewhich of the incidentscenarios appearmost proble-
ma,licin their range of HF impacts. This suggests which of the possible problemareas deserve
further design or operationstreatment. In this way, a matrix becomes a tool that can be used itera-
tively to bringHF into the successive planningand design of the HWVP, which is where it needs to
be ix_it is to make its most successful safety contributions.
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Table 1. Staffing

Qualification & Procedures
Training General Emergency Changes/Updates Qualification

Context Job Svecific Team Accuracy of Writers
DBA

V("Earthquake

AircraftCrash V('_

TrainImpact V ('_ "
Extreme Winds V'_'_

AshFall V'('_

StreamExplosion in Melter _/(')

Formic Acid Fire _/_°_

InadvertentChemical Mix V'('_

Cold Chemical Tank Breach _/_'_

Hydrogen ExplosionfRecclpt "V/('_
Tank

Tank Bump _/('_
Waste Hold Tank Breach _/(°_

Transfer Line Brk/Soil _/('_

Abnormal Operations
i TankPre_,inProcessCell _/('_

Overflow of LiquidTank V'('_

Exposure to Pad Source _/_'_
Mix of Caustic/Acid Tank V'('_

Crane/Lift Drop _/('_

Airflow Reversal on HVAC V ('_

Small Glass Spill _/'('_

Anomalous Operations
Omission of Information _/('_

Omission of Action V ('_

InadvertentActuation _/('_

Misunderstoodcondition V'(')

Inappropriate Action v/('_

Deviation from Procedure V ('_

Access Difficulty _/(')

(a) C.omm_cation-Timeliness. When an anomaly is detected, timely communication of the condition to the appropriate party may be

critical. Eue of a¢ceu to communication devices to report conditions is critical for timely response. For example, the report of an
overflow of liquid tanks. The report of any leaks from hoaes transporting the liquid should be prompt. Another example is
anomalous pressure conditions in tanks.
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Table 2. Human-Machine Interface - Workplace Environment

_Y.gY.fi_q_l_g Ambignt Conditions
Conte_t ,, Conlrgi Room Anthro Access Air _ _ Sold,,,,,,,,,

DBA

Eat_qualw
Aircraft Crash

TrainImpact
ExtremeWinds v/c._ V'c._ V'c._ v/c._
Ash Fall

Stream Explosion in Melter
Formic Acid Fire
Inadvertent Chemical Mix
Cold Chemical Tank Breach

Hydrogen Explosion/Recpt Tank
Tank Bump
Waste Hold Tank Breach
Transfer Line Brk/Soil

Abnormal Operations
Tank Press in Process Cell

Overflow of Liquid Tank
Exposure to gad Source v"_'_
Mix of Caustic/Acid Tank

Crane/Lift Drop
Airflow Reversal on HVAC

Small Glass SpUI

Anomalous Operations
Omission of Information
Omission of Action
Inadvertent Actuation
Misunderstood condition

Inappropriate Action
Deviation from Procedure

Access Difficulty

(a) Labels-Access, Legibility, and Meaning. When labels are not used or are unclearly marked, and
operator can misinterpret the information displayed, which can cause an inappropriate or delay of
response to the up-set condition. Alarms and Warnings displays should have labels that indicate the
type of upset condition, such as the alarm severity (warning condition, alarm condition), and the
problem, such as the non functioning of the automatic shut-off to the tank pressure chemical process
cell.

Quick egress of a given area in emergency conditions could be hindered by poor visual access of EXIT
signs, perhaps due to poor placement and lighting of these signs. Illuminated exit lines on floors and
lockout pass-through panels in lower areas of the doors are both safety features that allow rapid egress
in case of fire with thick interior smoke.

(b) Ambient Conditions-Air, Temperature, Light, and Sound. Control room design should consider that
the breech of control rooms by wind borne missiles through glazing (broken windows) could occur
with extreme winds. Control room design should preclude the occurrence of this event.
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Table 3. Human-Machine Interface - Communications and Alarm Warning System

Communications Alarm Warning System

Context Access ]j_ Ooeratiom Access _ _ QI_

DBA
Earthquake
Aircra_ Crash

TrainImpact
Extreme Winds
Ash Fall

Stream Explosion in
Melter
Formic Acid Fire
InadvertentChemical
Mix
Cold Chemical Tank
Breach

HydrogenExplosion/
RecptTank
TankBump
Waste Hold TankBreach
TransferLine Brk/soil

Abnormal Operations
TankPress in Process
Cell Vc._ Vc._ V_ V_o_ Vco_
Overflow of LiquidTank V _'_ V'c*_ V ¢_ V¢°_ V ¢°_
Exposure to Rid Source
Mix of Caustic/Acid

Crane/LiftDrop
Airflow Reversal on
HVAC

Small Glass Spill

Anomalous Operations
Omissionof Information
Omission of Action
InadvertentActuation
Misunderstoodcondition
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Table 3. (contd)

Communications Alarm Warnin_ System ,

,, Context ....... Access _ _ Access _ /Jlttlligiki]i_

Inappropriate Action
Deviation from
Procedure

Access Difficulty

(a) Communication-Timeliness. When an anomaly is detected, timely communication of the condition to the
appropriate party may be critical. Ease of access to communication devices to report conditions is critical
for timely response. For example, the report of an overflow of liquid tanks. The report of any leaks
from hoses ttmuq_rting the liquid should be prompt. Another example is anomalous pressure conditions
in tanks.

(b) Communication-Intelligibility. Communications type and quality is key to stw.cessful mitigation and
recovery from an incident. When an emergency condition is being reported, it is important that the
message be transmitted as clearly and acctwately as possible. Unclear message transmissions can lead to
misinterpretation of the type of emergency response activities. It may also be difficult for individuals to
understand instructions to litigate an emergency, thereby increasing the respons_ time to an emergency.

(c) Alarm Warning @stem-Access, Identify, and Intelligibility. Due to the complexity of the HWVP plant,
different types of up-set conditions are possible. Alerts and alarms should clearly communicate these
conditions. The HF design of the alarm warning system has a major impact on early detection,
prevention, and mitigation of an up-set condition. The operator, at all times, should have access to alerts
that are presented to the appropriate sensor. If the alert is sonic, an operator should be certain of hearing
it if noise is part of the event.
Unintentional barriers, such as a console blocking a seated operator's field of view, can prevent the
operator from seeing a presented alert and hence detecting it (e.g., an alert displayed on an annunciator
panel indicating tank pressure has reached a critical value). If an operator, from a remote location, is
expected to detect alarm conditions by observations such as detecting leaks in the hose conveying formic
acid between a tank and a tanker truck, the image (perhaps by between a tank and a tanker truck, the
image (perhaps by closed circuit television [CCTV]) should present a comprehensive view to ensure that

no aspect of the hose is hidden from sight. Similarly, if a computer monitor is used to present an alert,
the system may actually be sending an alert signal to the operator but the HMI design may preclude the
operator from viewing the alert or having their attention drawn to it. This could degrade response to

anomalous pressure conditions in tanks and/or response to improper mixing of caustic and acid chemicals.
Another example is the detection of an upset pressure condition in tank process cells.
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Table 4. Human-Machine Interface - Controls, Displays, and Labels & Location Aids

Controls . Dhelavs I_abels & Location Aids

Context A_m Location Ooeratiom _ R_d _ Acc_ _

DBA

_quake

Airera/t Crash

TrainImpact

ExtremeWinds

Ash Fall

StreamExplosion in
Melter

Formic Acid Fire

InadvertentChemical
Mix

Cold ChemicalTank
Breach

HydrogenExplosion/
Reept Tank

Tank Bump

Waste Hold Tank Breach

TransferLine Brk/Soll

Abnormal Operatiom
Tank Press in Proeem
Cell V_') V <'+ V c_

Ov©rflowof LiquidTank

Exposureto RadSource

Mix of Caustic/Acid
Tank

Crane/Li/i Drop V c') V (_) V(J)

Airflow Reversal on
HVAC

Small Glass Spill

Aaomiom Olm'atlom

Omission of Information

Omission of Action

InadvertentActuation

Misunderstoodcondition

InappropriateAction

Deviation from
Procedure
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Table 4. (contd)

Controls ....... Disolav! Labels ,_,LocationAids

Context Acc_ Location Oueratiomm Loca_ Read _esnimt- Acc_ _ IE[.WlllJl
D

Ace.s Difficulty

(a) Co.rob and Pan¢l l.ayom-Acc#_s,Opcrmions,Location. Controlsthataffectemergencyshut-offs(e.g., slhut-offof
the feedto a tank)shouldbe designedto easilyenable,yetbeprotectedfrom, inadvertentactuation.Thesecontrols
shouldalsoI_eoperableby individualswearmgprotectiveclothingandshouldbe locatedsothatthe individtttl
activating the control does not obstructthe egress traffic flow. To ensureappropriateresponses, the emergency
consoles should have the same arrangementas consoles for general operations.

Co) L_eb-AcceJ_voLeg_ffcy, andM#anbJg. Whenlabelsare notusedor are unclearlymarked,andoperatorcan
misinterpretthe informationdisplayed,whichcancauseaninappropriateor delayof responseto the up-setcondition,
AlarmsendWarningsdisplaysshouldhavelabelsthatindicatethe typeof upsetcondition,suchasthe thtrmseverity
(warningcondition,alarmcondition),sadthe problem,suchu the nonftmctioningof theautomaticshut-offto the
tankpressurechemicalprocesscoil.
Quick egress of a given area in emergency conditionscould be hindered by poor visual access of EXIT signs, perhaps
due to poor placement and lighting of these signs, lllumintted exit lines on floors and kickout pass-throughpanels in
lower areasof the doors are both safety featuresthat allow rapidegress in ease of fire with thick interior smoke.

(c) Conlrols-Ac_;_ and location. The general term for remote hunumcontrol sad sensing from a distance is
t#leoperation,,TheHWVP will employ manyremoteoperatingdevices, like the control cranes, that _,ill be
teleoperatod. The main bridgecrane will be designed to facilitate relatiror replacementof all majorvessels sad
components tn the process cells, to remove sad replace cell c,overs, sad to performother lilting functionson lighter-
weight supportingcomponents.During any of the teleoperations, the possibility of dropping or in appropriately
wedging objects mustbe considered. Poor access and location of the telenumipulatorcontrols by the operatorcan
cause them to adopt operating posturesthat are awkwardand hinder dexterity thus causing undesirableactions such as
droppinga capturedcomponents. Effective performanceof telmperstion activities can be greatly improved by
incorporationHF principles in to the design of telenumipulatorcontrols.

(d) Controb-Operalions. The type of sensory-motorfeedbackthe operator receives while performing a given
tzlemanipulatoractivity can determine the accuracy (i.e., avoidance of unwantedcollisions, repetitive bumpingof
equipment, _ad "lettinggo" of objects)and timelineas of operations. Poor senmry-motor feedback of the crane
controlscould result in an undesirable incident, such as a breachin one of the process tanksor the inadvertentdrip of
a cover bloc|:, thus slowing recovery from an identified up-set condition.
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Table 5. Human-Machine Interface - Computers

Context Comguter Monitors Controls & lnout Devices

DBA

Earthquake

Aircraft Crash

Train Impact
Extreme Winds

Ash Fall

StreamExplosion in Melter
Formic Acid Fire

InadvertentChemical Mix

Cold Chemical TankBreach

HydrogenExplosion/RecptTank

Tank Bump

Waste Hold TankBreach

TransferLine Brk/soil

Abnormal Operations
TankPress in Process Cell V ¢'_ v '<'_

Overflow of LiquidTank _/'<*_ _/<'_

Exposure to Rad Source
Mix of Caustic/Acid Tank V'<°_ x/<'>

Crane/Lift Drop
Airflow Reversal on HVAC _,/<°) _/'c.)

Small Glass Spill

Anomalous Operations
Omission of Information _/'<'_ v/<'_

Omission of Action _/'<'_ v/a_

InadvertentActuation _,/a_ V/<-_

Mism _erstoodcondition V'a_ Vq'_

InappropriateAction _q'_ v/_'_
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Table 5. (_ntd)

Context Comeuter Monitors Controls & InDut Devices

Deviation from Procedure V °° V(')

AccessDifficulty 'v/°° , V (')

ill i

(a) Computers-Computer Monitors and Controls & Input Devices. Many processes in the HWVP will be
automated. Historically, manysystems are developed where the automatedsystem(s) and operatorcannot
operate in a coordinatednmnner. _ results of this working env_t is thatthe operatorcan easily,
inadvertentlyinitiate a chain of events which can cause unsafe conditions, can fail to detect unsafe
conditions, and can respond inappropriatelyto emergency conditions. For example, the events that
occurred at Three Mile Island. To avoid both anomalousoperations and conditions, and to enable safe,
timely responses to anomalous events it is critical that the oper3tor be providedwith active sapervisory
control and monitoringof the automatedsystems. Such an approachcreates an design philosophy which is
operatedby centeredautomation, and thereby, places the operator in a position of total system control at
all times. The avoidanceof anomalous conditions, detection, and/or examples where active supervisory
control and monitoring can have a positive impacton the safe operationsof these processes.
Operatorintervention to shut off a feed to a tank or the initiationand trmmferof mixing caustic and acid
chemicals in a neutralization tank, could be performedmanuallyby an operator issuing a commandby
computer. In these circmmtances,the controls(s) used to in;.tiatethis action should be properly protected
and appropriatefeedback should be providedin a timely manner to indicate the statusof the action initiated
by the operator. Inappropriateprotectionand feedbackof an initiatedcontrol could result in imuivertent
and/or continued initiationof the action.
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Table 6. Human-Machine Interface - Panel Layout and Control Display Integration

pgn_ l_avout Control Dhnlav InteEration
Data

Interactive Sys _n Sys
C._ontext _ Identlfv _ Overations Control Feedback _ Control Layout

i

DBA

Earthquake
Ai_mltCrash

TrainImpact

ExtremeWinds

Ash Fall

Stream Explosion in
Melter

Formic Acid Fire

InadvertentChemical
Mix

Cold ChemicalTank
Breach

HydrogenExplosion/
RecptTank

Tank Bump

Waste Hold Tank Breach

TransferLine Brk/Soil

Abnormal Opa'atlom

TankPressinProcess
Cell V'(_ V_

Overflow of LiquidTank

Exposureto RadSource

Mix of Caustic/Acid
Tank

Crime/Lilt Drop 1/_,) _/(b)
Airflow Revenal on
HVAC

Small Glass Spill

Anomalous Operations
Omission of Information

Omission of Action

InadvertentActuation

Misunderstoodcondition

InappropriateAction

Deviation from
Procedure
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Table 6. (contd)

Panel Layout _ontroi Disolav intem'atlon

Data

Interactive Sys Protection Sys
. C,_ontext Aee_ |dentifv _ Oneratiom Control Feedback _

Access Difficulty

(a) Comrols and Panel l.,ayout-Acct_s, Opcrat_n._, Location. Controls t]_ttaffect emergency shut-offs (e.g., shut-off of
the feed to a tank) should be designed to easily enable, yet be protecl_l from, inadvertentactuation. These controls
should also be operable by individualswearing protectiveclothing and should be located so that the individual
activating the control does not obstructthe egress traffic flow. To ¢_,ure at_)ropriatoresponses, the emergency
consoles should have the same arrangementas conmI_ for general operations.

_o) ControlDisplay In:egration-lnttractiveControl,5ystonFeedback,, Data Protection,andControl5ystonLayout.
Remoteoperationsofyokesandgrappleswilloccurtoaffectrepa_orreplacementofallmajorvessels.To perform
thesetasks,theintegrationofboththecontrolsanddisplayswillbenecessary(e.g.,obtaininganappropriatefieldof
viewwithatelomanipulatorcontrolledaction).Often,afieldofviewmay needtobechangedtoperformthe
necessarycontrolactionbutthehandsarebusyusingatelemanipulator.Inthesehands-busyeyes-busysituations,the
voicecomnumdsallowtheoperatortoobtaintheappropriateviews,asneeded,ortheinadvertentlettinggoofa
component.Inthisexample,theintegrationofvoiceandhandcontrolswiththevisualdisplays(CCTVs)mustbe
seamlesstominimizehumanerror.
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5.0 An Example and Conclusions

Looking across the DBAs, abnormal,andanomalous operations, it is apparentthat many of the
conditionswould be detected andtreatedby operatorsthroughthe use of remotely handledtools.
Remote Clmed-CircuitTelevision (CCWV)would be used to inspectsuspected damageor imminent
leaks. Cranes with a manipulatorarm might be used to repair fittingsor manuallyopen andclose

• valves that would normally be operated electrically. All of this pointsout the importanceof HF in
the HMIs thatsupport teleoperationin the HWVP. (Teleoperationis used to describe the remote
control of units which incorporatesensing andmanipulatingsubsystemsthat extend the human
operator's skills into a hostile or remote environment.) An HF engineer addressingteleoperator
concerns looks for the following to be satisfied:

Coordination of visual and tactilehnotorfeedback. If feedback from any (e.g., the visual
displays) of the components in the system is not coordinatedwith feedback from any of the
others (e.g., handcontrollers)then the operatoris forced to compensate. These compensations
can lead to operatorerror such as inadvertently andfrequentlybumping into things, particularly
when attemptingto grab or "dock"with an object. This includes placing a lid on top of an
opening or insertingfastener devices into their aperture. Another common symptomof poorly
coordinatedfeedback is prematurerelease of objects, or the continued torqueof an object when
no longer required. Prematurerelease producesshocks to the object, while excessive torque can
cause _tress damagewhich can go undetecteduntil the weakened part breaksunder an added
load.

Presence of necessary visual cues. The characteristics of the protectivewindow or TV system
where a remoteoperatorviews the results of their activities has the potential to distort details of
the s:ene or cause them to be lost. This is particularlytrue with depth cues. Scene distortion
andlack of depth cues make it difficult for the operatorto accurately interpretthe results of what
they are doing. Poor or absent visual cues inevitablyproduce bumpingor dropping of objects,
along with failure to adequatelycomplete a task.

The design of any remote viewing system must provide views of the actual scene that minimize
scene distortion andmaintainthe depthor alternativecues needed to performthe manipulative
tasks.

Workstation design that mainyains task continuity (attention). The design of the telemanipulator
workstationshould allow the operatorto have seamless access to the inforn_ationneeded without
causing a break in telemanipulatoractions. Discontinuityin a task sequence can cause an
operatorto lose trackof the task resultingin an action that is unnecessarily repeatedor skipped.

The sense of presenceprovided by propervisual access to a task is a critical factor in safe per-
formance of a telerobotic activity. When CCTVs are used, the view obtained from a single camerais
often insufficient to providethe operatorwith adequate views of the task site. This deficiency is
typically compensatedfor by using a bankof images displaying differentviews of the site from
multiple cameras. The design andlocation of this display bank impactsthe task continuity for the
operator. The operatorshould not have to move to see the various images, and should be able to see
them in relationto each other, with their fields of view and detail selected to be congruentwith a real
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situational view as if the operatorwere actually present. This allows the operator's attentionto be
directed to the task demands, not to integrating disparate camera views.

Each of these concerns may be assessed and guaranteedto any limit of ability demanded, given
the criteriaof timeliness andseverity of consequencesthat adroitteleoperations demand. Normal
operationsof the HWVP may suggest that a craneoperatorcan work slowly and carefully, and there-
fore, does not need more elaborateviews or controls. However, one or more of the DBAs and
abnormal operations may place a high premiumon completing remote actions quickly andaccurately
with the same control console. HF analysis can determine the minimum information and situational
presenceneeded by an operator to perform safety relevantactions, and thereby set the human design
requirementsfor the teleoperatorsystem.
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6.0 Conclusion

The range and depthof detail for HF considerationsin safety design andoperations of the
HWVP is determinedby combining the standardsand analyticaltools of HF with the situational
demandsthat scenarios andforesight can devise. The cross-impactmatricesare an accounting tool
that helps ask the right questionsthroughoutthe total range of safety-relevantsituations. HF inclusion

' in the SAR is not a list of standardsor requirements. It is the establishmentof a way of thinking
aboutsafety from the viewpoint of human demandsand abilities, and the emplacementof a mecha-
nism to ensure that subsequentsafety analyses incorporatethe power of this perspective into their
results.

This successful incorporationof HF into safety analyses also provides the appropriatedocumenta-
tion needed to implementHF into safety designs. It brings togetherthe human capabilities, design
features, and the task context to determinethe design basis of what is needed to meet the demandsof
safety in the facility. The presentinclusion of HF in the PSARof the HWVP and the mechanism for
its continuedapplicationdemonstrates that HF can be appropriatelyand effectively applied, in a
timely manner, to affect all levels of facility and operationaldesign.
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